Say hello to the experience of a lifetime.

API GIVES YOU THE MOST INCLUSIVE AND HIGHEST QUALITY GLOBAL EXPERIENCES FOR THE PRICE. A WEALTH OF OPTIONS

43 cities in 21 countries • From two weeks to a full year • Take classes in almost any subject • Virtual programs and experiences from universities around the world

SUPERIOR STUDENT SERVICES
One-on-one pre-departure assistance • Local, on-site, highly qualified, trained and experienced, English-speaking resident directors
24/7 Medical and emergency assistance • Access to our innovative workspace for experiential learning

COMMITMENT TO EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
API programs include more for the money - TUITION AND HOUSING • ACADEMIC AND CULTURAL SUPPORT • OVERNIGHT AND DAY EXCURSIONS* • MEDICAL AND LIFE INSURANCE • SOCIAL AND CULTURAL EVENTS • TAKE COURSES FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD FROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD • AND SO MUCH MORE!

FOCUS ON ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
All API students take courses at a partner university or institution based in the host country which are either fully-accredited foreign universities or institutes with U.S. schools of record

* API traditionally offers overnight and day excursions, though modifications are being made due to safety concerns for the upcoming Spring 2021 session.
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